Researchers

**Chatziathanasiou, Konstantin**
Research Fellow IMPRS  
++49 (0) 228 91416-79  
Research Focus:  
Constitutional Law, (Behavioral) Law & Economics, Legal Theory

**Dorrough, Angela**
Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-856  
Research Focus:  
Experimental Economics, Behavioral Economics, Group Processes, Stereotyping, Decision Making in Social and Economic Situations

**Egidy, Stefanie**
Research Fellow

**Falk, Prof. Dr. Armin**
External Scientific Member of the Institute  
Research Focus:  
- Behavioral Economics  
- Neuroeconomics  
- Experimental Economics

**Fiedler, Susann**
Head Gielen-Leyendecker-Group  
++49 (0) 228 91416-851  
Research Focus:  
My research interests lay in the emerging field of behavioral economics and decision making. My recent work has been examining the influence of social value orientation on information search and integration in social dilemma situations. I am also interested in the underlying cognitive and affective processes involved in risky choices and have been conducting research centered on measuring physiological components which reflect such processes.

In addition to process tracing research, I am also interested in the methodological challenges present in psychological research and the growing problem of publication bias in various research fields. Given
our recent results and the
dreadedness of non-significant
effects in the literature, we show
that biases are wide-spread.
Publication policies and standard
research practices should be
revised to overcome this
problem.

Ghaffari, Minou
Research Scholar
++49 (0) 228 91416-853

Glöckner, Prof. Dr. Andreas
Senior Research Fellow / Professor of Psychological Assessment, Judgment and Decision Making, University of Göttingen (main position)
++49 (0) 228 91416-857

Research Focus:

Basic Research: Decision making in individuals, groups and organizations; parallel constraint satisfaction models; automatic processes in decision making; intuition; connectionism; network modeling; public goods; prisoners dilemma; heuristics and biases

Applied Research: Human resource development; personnel assessment; behavioral economics; consumer decisions and consumer protection; empirical legal studies; legal intuition and expertise

Method developments: Multiple-Measure Maximum Likelihood strategy classification; eye-tracking and intuitive decision making; physiological arousal and intuitive decision making

Goerg, Prof. Dr. Sebastian J.
Senior Research Fellow

Research Focus:

- Behavioral & Experimental Economics
- Personnel Economics, Labor Economics, Law & Economics

Gorelkina, Olga, Ph. D.
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-52

Research Focus:

Mechanism Design, Game Theory, Applied Microeconomics
Grafenhofer, Dr. Dominik
Senior Research Fellow
+++49 (0) 228 91416-69

Research Focus:
- Industrial Organization
- Mechanism Design

Grypari, Ioanna, Ph.D.
Senior Research Fellow
+++49 (0) 228 91416-73

Research Focus:
- Political Economics
- Public Economics
- Applied Microeconomics

Güth, Prof. em. Dr. Werner
Personal Assistant: Megan Sierz

Hermstrüwer, Yoan
Research Fellow IMPRS Uncertainty
+++49 (0) 228 91416-45

Research Focus:
- Privacy Law, Behavioral Economics, Constitutional Law,
  International Economic Law,
  Legal Theory

Hettig, Thomas
Research Fellow
+++49 (0) 228 91416-32

Research Focus:
- Monetary and Fiscal Policy

Hillenbrand, Adrian
Research Fellow
+++49 (0) 228 91416-25

Research Focus:
- Behavioral Economics,
  Experimental Economics

Himmler, Dr. Oliver
Senior Research Fellow
Research Focus:
- Public Economics, Economics of
Hippel, Svenja
Research Fellow IMPRS
++49 (0) 228 91416-78
Research Focus:
Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Law and Economics, Mechanism Design, Decision Theory

Hoefl, Leonard
Research Fellow IMPRS
++49 (0) 228 91416-31

Jing, Lin
Research Fellow IMPRS
Uncertainty
++49 (0) 228 91416-50
Research Focus:
experimental economics, game theory

Kochanova, Anna, Ph.D.
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-34
Research Focus:

Kube, Prof. Dr. Sebastian
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-50
Research Focus:
- behavioral and experimental economics
- design of institutions and optimal incentives
- labor economics, personnel economics and public economics

Kuhle, Dr. Wolfgang
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-46

Kurschilgen, Dr. Michael
Postdoctoral Research Fellow

Education, Labor Economics
Primary:

- Behavioral and Experimental Economics
- Law and Economics
- Philosophy and Economics

Secondary:

- Applied Microeconomics
- Public Economics

Langenbach, Pascal
Research Fellow IMPRS Uncertainty
++49 (0) 228 91416-71

Luck, Stephan
Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-803

Marcin, Isabel
Research Fellow IMPRS Uncertainty
++49 (0) 228 91416-854

Morell, Dr. Alexander
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-39

Petersen, Dr. Niels
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-67

Rahal, Rima-Maria
Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-852

Research Focus:

- Behavioral & Experimental Economics
- Law & Economics

Research Focus:

- Financial Economics, Monetary Economics, Political Economy

Research Focus:

- private law, antitrust and competition, corporate law, (behavioral) law and economics, experimental economics.

Research Focus:

- Law & Social Sciences, International Law, Comparative Constitutional Law & Constitutional Theory, Antitrust Law

Research Focus:

- My research focuses on the underlying mechanisms of social decision making. Aiming to track...
such processes through physiological measurements, I am working on uncovering information search patterns in intergroup social dilemmas depending on interindividual differences and situational influences.

Robalo, Pedro  
Senior Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-47

Research Focus:  
Experimental and Behavioral Economics, Political Economy, Individual Decision Making.

Roux, Nicolas, Ph.D.  
Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-53

Research Focus:  
Information Economics, Collective Decision Making

Schempp, Dr. Paul  
Senior Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-65

Research Focus:  
Financial Economics, Applied Microeconomics

Schilling, Linda  
Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-41

Research Focus:  
Dynamic games, global games and finance applications

Schlegelmilch, René  
Research Scholarship  
++49 (0) 228 91416-856

Research Focus:  
Process Tracing with Eye Tracking, Attentional Memory Processes during Recall and/or Integration of Information, Quantitative Judgments, Weighting in Multi-Attribute Choice, Risk Perception, Social Dilemmata, Emotional Embodiment & Embodied Cognition

Schmelzer, André  
Research Fellow IMPRS  
++49 (0) 228 91416-44
Schweizer, Dr. Mark, LL. M.
Senior Research Fellow

Research Focus:
evidence and proof in courts of law, empirical legal studies, behavioural law and economics, psychology of judicial decision making, Bayesian networks, parallel constraint satisfaction models of coherence, evidence evaluation, civil procedural law, intellectual property law

Sobott, Jonas
Researcher
++49 (0) 228 91416-32

Steinbach, Dr. Dr. Armin
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-51

Research Focus:
Law & Social Sciences; International, European and Constitutional Law; Economic Policy; Institutional Economics; Energy Policy

Tausch, Franziska, Ph.D.
Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-72

Research Focus:
Behavioral and experimental economics, risk sharing, redistribution preferences, fairness, coerced pro-social behavior, feedback, background risk

Towfigh, PD Dr. iur. Emanuel
Senior Research Fellow
++49 (0) 228 91416-30

von Weizsäcker, Prof. Dr. Carl Christian
Senior Research Fellow
Personal Assistant: Anja Schäfer

Research Focus:
1. Theory:
   A. Welfare economics with adaptive preferences
   B. Capital Theory
   C. History of Economics

2. Applied work:
Weinschenk, Dr. Philipp  
Senior Research Fellow  
++49 (0) 228 91416-33  
Research Focus:  
Industrial Organization,  
Behavioral Economics, Contract Theory

Winter, Dr. Fabian  
Head of Junior Research Group  
(starting July 2015)

Ziolkowska, Monika  
Research Fellow IMPRS Uncertainty  
++49 (0) 228 91416-855  
Research Focus:  
- Behavioral & Experimental Law and Economics  
- Corporate Law  
- Contract Law
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